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TECTONIC EPISODES ON ARIEL: EVIDENCE FOR AN ANCIENT THIN CRUST; P. 
Nyffenegger and G. J. Consolmagno, Physics Department, Lafayette College, Easton PA 18042 

In order to find constraints for evolution models, we have examined photographs of the Uranian 
moon Ariel returned by the Voyager 2 mission to Uranus in early 1986 (1). High contrast enlargements of 
regions along the terminator show that this moon has undergone several tectonic episodes early in its 
history. Of special note are the presence of overlapping extensional features (figure 1); zig-zag shapes 
reminiscent of the chevrons seen on Miranda (figure 2); and a series of regularly spaced parallel linear 
features visible near the terminator (figure 3). 

Description of the surface features: Both fresh and heavily eroded cracks are present, 
sometimes overlaid by large irregular expansions. Some cracks have a V shaped cross section with gent- 
ly dipping walls while others resemble a horstgraben structure with almost vertical walls. In most cases, 
the horst-graben cracks are oriented nearly perpendicular to the V shaped cracks. In addition, long thin - .  . 

parallel cracking is-apparent over much of the sur- ms - face. 

B- angle of intersection is roughly 70'. These zigzags 

Figure 1 : Overlapping tectonic features 

zigzag patterns and rotated by as much as 20". In ad- 
dition, the parallel cracks mentioned above overlay 
the oldest zigzags and tun parallel to legs of the zig- 

Some have a square shape, oriented with the paral- 
t lel cracks. while others have been stretched out of 

I These cra is ,  zigzags, and deformed craters im- 

capable of leading to wholescale melting and differ- 
entiation of this planet (cf. the cases of lo and Encel- 
adus), resulting in a soft or molten mantle beneath a 
thin crust. In the model of runaway heating first pro- 
posed by Peale et a/. (2) this heating would reach a 
maximum once the rigid crust was roughly 1 %-5% of 
the radius of the planet. 

These tidal stresses shoukl also produce visible 
features of tectonicallv induced failure in the crust. 

tensional stresses giving rise to cracks in the sur- 
face. Grimm and Squyres (3) have suggested the 
spacing of similar cracks on Ganymede should be of 
the same order as the crustal thickness: 
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